Current role of cardiac and extra-cardiac pathologies in clinically indicated cardiac computed tomography with emphasis on status before pulmonary vein isolation.
The aim of this study was to assess the incidence of cardiac and significant extra-cardiac findings in clinical computed tomography of the heart in patients with atrial fibrillation before pulmonary vein isolation (PVI). 224 patients (64 ± 10 years; male 63 %) with atrial fibrillation were examined by cardiac 64-slice multidetector CT before PVI. Extra-cardiac findings were classified as "significant" if they were recommended to additional diagnostics or therapy, and otherwise as "non-significant". Additionally, cardiac findings were documented in detail. A total of 724 cardiac findings were identified in 203 patients (91 % of patients). Additionally, a total of 619 extra-cardiac findings were identified in 179 patients (80 % of patients). Among these extra-cardiac findings 196 (32 %) were "significant", and 423 (68 %) were "non-significant". In 2 patients (1 %) a previously unknown malignancy was detected (esophageal cancer and lung cancer, local stage, no metastasis). 203 additional imaging diagnostics followed to clarify the "significant" findings (124 additional CT, costs 38 314.69 US dollars). Overall, there were 3.2 cardiac and 2.8 extra-cardiac findings per patient. Extra-cardiac findings appear significantly more frequently in patients over 60 years old, in smokers and in patients with a history of cardiac findings (p <0.05). Cardiac CT scans before PVI should be screened for extracardiac incidental findings that could have important clinical implications for each patient.